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Abstract 

The Hellmann-Feynman theorem assures us that the forces felt by the nuclei in a molecule or complex are 

purely classically electrostatic. Nevertheless, it is often claimed (incorrectly) that electrostatic 

considerations are not sufficient to explain non-covalent interactions. Such assertions arise largely from 

neglecting the polarisation that is inherently part of the electrostatic interaction, and must be taken into 

account. Accordingly, we now outline the requirements for a correct electrostatic treatment and discuss 

the difference between physical observables and quantities that arise from mathematical models. 

Polarisation and donor-acceptor charge transfer are shown to be equivalent for weak interactions. 

However, polarisation is a physical observable while charge transfer, in this context, is mathematical 

modelling. We also discuss some popular schemes for analysing non-covalent interactions. 

 

Introduction 

 

 The preceding is Coulomb’s original formulation of his inverse square law for the magnitude of the force 

between two charged bodies, and hence of the inverse distance dependence of the interaction energy 

between them.  This “
1

ijR
” dependence forms the basis of energy calculations in modern quantum 

chemistry; the potential energy terms in the Hamiltonian are all Coulombic.  In fact, from the Hellmann-

Il résulte donc de ces trois essais, que l'action répulsive que les deux balles électrifiées de la même 

nature d'électricité exercent l'une sur l'autre, suit la raison inverse du carré des distances. 

Charles-Augustin de Coulomb, Premier mémoire sur l’électricité et le magnétisme, Histoire de 

l’Académie Royale des Sciences, 1785, 569-577. 
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Feynman theorem1,2,3,4  (see Sidebar 1), it follows rigorously  that if the electronic density of a molecule is 

known, then all of the forces upon its nuclei (and hence bonding interactions) can be determined using 

purely classical electrostatics.  As Levine put it, “….there are no ‘mysterious quantum-mechanical forces’ 

acting in molecules.”5 We need quantum mechanics to obtain the electronic density, but once we have it, 

we can calculate the energy using only classical electrostatics. 

 

The Hellman-Feynman Theorem 

This theorem was derived, apparently independently, by at least four persons,1,2,3,4  although only two of 

them have their names attached to it.   Hans Hellmann was a German physicist who emigrated to the Soviet 

Union in 1934.  He was executed in 1938 as part of the Great Purge.  Richard Feynman derived the theorem 

while an undergraduate at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 

 

Nevertheless, electrostatic interpretations of non-covalent (and covalent) interactions have often been 

viewed as inadequate. For instance, the fact that the halogen-bonded complex H3C-Cl----O=CH2 is predicted 

to be bound6 despite the chlorine lacking a significant positive potential7 has sometimes been asserted to 

be a failure of the electrostatic interpretation.8 However, the problem is not the electrostatic interpretation 

but the fact that the potential on the chlorine prior to interaction does not reflect the polarisation caused 

by the electric field of the oxygen in O=CH2 .  Figure 1 shows that a charge of -0.27629 situated 3 Å from the 

chlorine nucleus along the extension of the C-Cl bond does indeed result in a positive (-hole) potential on 

the chlorine.  

Figure 1 

Despite such effects being extremely easy to demonstrate, it is often still argued that additional stabilizing 

factors must be invoked in some types of non-covalent bonding. There has even been claimed “a new and 

what appears to be a fundamentally different sort of noncovalent interaction which does not have any 

precedent in the literature.”10  (Actually, analogous interactions have been known experimentally and 

reported in the literature for decades, as is extensively documented in recent reviews.11,12) 

We shall now show that the problem lies not with the electrostatic interpretation itself, but rather with the 

incomplete and unrealistic manner in which it is applied. The Hellmann-Feynman theorem tells us that this 

must be the case. Our present purpose is to outline a “correct electrostatic treatment” that makes it 

unnecessary to resort to explanations that are more complex. We will also discuss some fundamental 

aspects of bonding theory and examine several popular analysis schemes.  



Fundamentals 

The list of concepts that do not really exist (i.e. are not physically measurable) but still play important roles 

in our understanding of bonding is long: orbitals, correlation, net atomic charges, bond orders, atoms 

within molecules, chemical bonds, etc. Such concepts usually, but not always, arise from approximations 

made in order to make the mathematical theory tractable. None of them can be identified uniquely, but 

they have nonetheless played major roles in our understanding of chemistry.  

It is important to understand, however, that models are simply models; one should not be tempted to think 

of them as reality. This sounds obvious and trivial, but examples abound in which questions that are 

completely meaningless outside of a given approximate model have been discussed intensely and 

sometimes acrimoniously.13 It has even been claimed, and refuted, that orbitals have been observed.14 In 

order to remove some of the confusion, we now present a purist view of reality vs. modelling in 

intermolecular interactions. 

In doing this, we are immediately faced with an insurmountable problem: One of the most popular 

concepts of qualitative molecular-orbital theory cannot be defined rigorously. Electron donor-acceptor 

interactions, as made popular by Mulliken15 and Fukui,16 and which ultimately imply charge-transfer,17 

cannot be defined without invoking entities that cannot be separated uniquely. Strictly speaking, molecules 

or collections of molecules are (within the Born-Oppenheimer approximation) groups of fixed positive 

nuclei within clouds of indistinguishable electrons. There are no atoms or bonds, so that electrons cannot 

be assigned to particular atoms or molecules uniquely; we must in some arbitrary way define borders 

between atoms or molecules.  Charge transfer is not separable from polarisation in non-covalent 

complexes.  It is real, however, for radical-ion pairs and for pairs of molecules at large separations.18  

We are certainly not advocating abandoning concepts that have served so well in the theory of reactivity, 

but it must be very clear that they are models, not physical observables. As we shall point out, the 

complicating factor in the case of charge transfer (donor-acceptor interactions) is that a real and 

observable quantity, polarisation, can masquerade as charge transfer and fool the unwary.19 This can lead 

to confusion. 

Molecular Electrostatics  

A correct electrostatic interpretation of non-covalent interactions requires an accurate representation of 

the molecular electrostatic potential V(r) at any point r. This is the standard quantity used to define and 

visualize the electrostatic properties of a molecule (see Sidebar 2). 

 

 



The Molecular Electrostatic Potential 

The electrostatic potential V(r) at a position r in the space of a molecule is the standard quantity used to 

define and visualize the electrostatic properties of a molecule. It is given by: 
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where ZA is the charge on the nucleus of atom A situated at position RA and (r) is the molecule’s electronic 

density. V(r) is simply the interaction energy between the molecule (with its static electronic density) and a 

unit positive charge situated at r. Thus, V(r) as usually calculated does not reflect the polarisation of the 

molecule that is produced by an external charge or field. 

 Calculating V(r) explicitly involves integrating the electronic density over space and is therefore computer-

intensive. Accordingly, simplified models abound. Perhaps the most common is that in which the 

electrostatic effect of each atom is represented by a single point charge (monopole) at its nucleus (the net 

atomic charge). Numerous procedures for assigning magnitudes to such point charges have been 

proposed.20 A seemingly reasonable one is to first calculate V(r) at an array of points around the molecule 

according explicitly and then to fit the atom-centred monopoles to these V(r) as well as possible. Even if a 

good fit is obtained, however, the resulting electrostatic model is often poor, failing to reproduce essential 

features of the actual V(r). For instance, Figure 2 compares a rigorously computed V(r) on the 0.001 a.u. 

isodensity surface of iodobenzene and the equivalent plot calculated from fitted point charges; the latter is 

the best possible atomic monopole model for reproducing the rigorous V(r). 

Figure 2 

The colour scale in Figure 2 has been compressed to emphasize the differences. Nonetheless, it is clear that 

the negative equatorial belt around the iodine and its positive “σ-hole” (the positive potential on the 

extension of the C-I bond)11,21,22 are not reproduced, even by optimal atomic charges. Such inadequacy has 

been called the “fallacy of atomic charges.”23 The only exceptions are homodiatomic molecules, which can 

be represented accurately by two atomic monopoles.24 

A second simplified technique is to express the entire electrostatic character of the molecule in terms of its 

dipole moment or a series of multipole moments at a single centre within the molecule.25 Such techniques 

can only be considered very coarse representations of molecular electrostatics. A more effective 

approximation to the rigorous V(r) for fast but nonetheless accurate calculations is a distributed multipole 

analysis (DMA) in which multipole series are situated at several centres (e.g. atomic positions, bond 

midpoints) throughout the molecule.26 A particular subset of such distributed multipole models is that in 

which a multipole series is assigned to each atomic centre.27 Such atom-centred multipole models are 

accurate at non-bonding distances from atoms and have the advantage that they are identical to the 



technique used in MNDO-like semiempirical molecular orbital theories to approximate two-electron 

integrals.28,29 

Analysing non-covalent interactions 

Decomposition analyses 

A common approach to analysing intermolecular interactions is to decompose them into notional 

“components”: electrostatics, dispersion, polarisation or induction, charge transfer, exchange, Pauli 

repulsion, orbital overlap, etc. (Different decomposition schemes postulate different sets of components.) 

There are several problems with such procedures. One is that some of these components are real (i.e. 

physically measurable) while others are simply constructs derived from a mathematical model. Another 

difficulty is that many of these components are not independent of each other, so that different 

decomposition schemes can increase the role of one at the cost of another.   

This brings us to one of the key flaws in many current descriptions of non-covalent bonding. The 

electrostatic contribution is often modelled using the unperturbed electronic-density distributions of the 

reactants. This is incomplete and misleading because it ignores polarisation, which is an intrinsic and 

inseparable part of an electrostatic interaction. Failure to take it into account means that the electrostatic 

interaction is not being described fully.  

Compounding the error, polarisation (or induction) and charge transfer are typically introduced as two 

separate contributions. In the context of non-covalent interactions, the latter is usually invoked as the 

transfer of a small quantity of electronic charge from one of the interacting molecules (the “donor”) into an 

antibonding molecular orbital of the other (the “acceptor”), normally the lowest unoccupied one (LUMO). 

However, “transferring” a portion of an indivisible electron into a non-existent orbital is simply 

mathematical modelling of the physical reality, which is polarisation of the "donor’s" electronic charge 

toward the "acceptor”.  

Consider the H3C-Cl----O=CH2 complex mentioned earlier.6,7 It is the polarisation of the chlorine by the 

electric field of the oxygen that induces the positive chlorine potential that results in an attractive 

interaction,30 as is shown in Figure 3. Note that representing a halogen-bond acceptor (in this example 

water) in terms of one or more point charges, which cannot indulge in charge transfer, produces an 

electronic density redistribution in the H3C-Cl, Figure 3(a), that is very similar to that found in the complete 

calculation with a water molecule, Figure 3(b). Furthermore, both redistributions strongly resemble the 

LUMO of H3C-Cl, Figure 3(c). We note here that a general consensus has been established for halogen 

bonding in which both electrostatic interactions (including polarization) and dispersion (which according to 

the Feynman interpretation is also electrostatic in nature)4 are important.6 However, the Feynman 



interpretation of dispersion also rests on polarization effects, so that the two notionally different types of 

interaction are difficult to separate. 

Figure 3 

A major conceptual problem with decomposition analyses is their failure to distinguish between what has a 

physical basis and what results from one or more of the mathematical models used in the calculations. 

Polarisation and donor-acceptor charge transfer are a good example of this. It is often overlooked that they 

are essentially equivalent.  There are many ways to demonstrate this;31  one of the simplest is based on 

self-consistent-field  theory: 

 Consider a molecule whose Fock matrix is as depicted schematically in Figure 4. 

Figure 4 

The only difference from a normal Fock matrix in the atomic-orbital basis is that Figure 4 shows a matrix 

expressed in the molecular orbital (MO) basis (i.e. the rows and columns each represent a molecular orbital 

rather than an atomic orbital). For the converged molecule without an external electrostatic perturbation, 

the diagonal (black) elements contain the eigenvalues of the MOs and all others (the coloured ones) are 

zero. The effect of applying an external electric field is to polarize the molecule, so that the wavefunction is 

no longer converged and some off-diagonal elements become non-zero. Only the occupied-virtual (yellow) 

elements lead to a change in the energy of the system. Mixing two occupied orbitals or two virtual ones has 

no effect because it does not change the overall electronic density.  

In order to converge to a new polarized wavefunction, the non-zero off-diagonal elements must be 

eliminated. This can be achieved by mixing the virtual and the occupied orbitals to eliminate the yellow 

elements of the Fock matrix. The mathematical procedure used to do this is known as Givens (or Jacobi) 

rotation32,33  and is characterized by a rotation angle that defines the amount of mixing. This angle can be 

estimated from perturbation theory to be, 
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where
ij is the element of the Fock matrix in the MO basis that connects occupied orbital i with virtual 

orbital j and
i and

j are the eigenvalues of orbitals i and j, respectively.34  

Equation (1) shows that MOs mix most strongly in a perturbed (polarized) molecule when the occupied-

virtual interaction element ij  is large and/or the energy difference  i j   is small. The smallest energy 

difference between occupied and virtual orbitals is the HOMO-LUMO gap, meaning that high-lying occupied 

orbitals and low-lying virtual ones will mix most strongly on polarisation. This conclusion is independent of 



whether the orbitals are centred on the same molecule or different ones. Thus a small HOMO-LUMO gap, 

which is viewed as promoting charge transfer, also corresponds to greater polarisation. In mathematical 

terms, therefore, polarisation and donor-acceptor charge transfer are equivalent. It has been pointed out 

that when polarisation and charge transfer are treated separately, the former increases and the latter 

decreases as the basis set becomes larger18,35 (and the calculations therefore more accurate); charge 

transfer disappears in the complete basis set limit in most types of analysis. 

The arbitrary nature of charge-transfer formulations is evident in an example due to Stone and Misquitta.36 

Imagine calculating a dimer using ab initio or density-functional theory with a good, but not extremely large 

basis set. Most analyses will suggest that some of the dimerization energy results from a charge-transfer 

(donor-acceptor) interaction. Now repeat the calculation but using, instead of the original basis set, an 

extremely large one centred only on the atoms of one molecule. Such a one-sided calculation would give 

essentially the same results as one in which basis functions are situated on both molecules. However, by 

definition, there now cannot be any donor-acceptor interaction because one of the molecules has no basis 

functions. This example shows that donor-acceptor (charge-transfer) interactions are a consequence of the 

artificial partitioning of the basis set into functions “belonging” to one molecule or the other. Polarisation, 

on the other hand, appears in both of the above calculations to the same extent; the only difference is that 

in the first case the molecules “borrow” basis functions from one another to represent the polarisation, 

whereas in the second all of the basis functions “belong” to one molecule. 

Invoking charge transfer is mathematically acceptable (although not physically observable), as long as it is 

made clear that polarisation and charge transfer are equivalent. However, we suggest that Occam’s 

razor37,38 should lead us to be content with the simple and correct electrostatic treatment (that includes 

polarisation), rather than implicating non-observables. Above all, it is wrong to claim that purely 

electrostatic treatments do not work, when the problem is that polarisation (an intrinsic part of an 

electrostatic interaction) is being neglected. 

Symmetry-Adapted Perturbation Theory 

Symmetry-adapted perturbation theory (SAPT)39,40 was designed for determining the interaction energy in a 

non-covalent complex from a single calculation for the complex (without additional ones for the separated 

molecules). It works well for this purpose and has been extended to DFT calculations,41,42 from which 

reliable interaction energies can also be obtained directly. SAPT is a mathematical technique that gives 

good results for its original purpose and contains quantities that have been related, but not uniquely, to 

notional components of an interaction. There is one technical problem, which was pointed out by Stone 

and Misquitta:36 the perturbation expressions for exchange-repulsion and charge transfer (which are 

opposite in sign) contain terms that make their energies too large in magnitude. This is not a problem in the 

original theory because the errors cancel, but it renders separate estimates of these two quantities 



meaningless; only their sum should be considered (which itself may or may not be significant, since it is 

simply part of a model). In any case, any SAPT analysis that reports large and opposing exchange-repulsion 

and charge-transfer energies should be treated with caution. 

Quantum theory of Atoms in Molecules 

The original quantum theory of atoms in molecules (QTAIM) introduced by Bader is actually very purist.43 

The first and second derivatives of the molecular electronic density are used to define boundaries that 

separate “basins.” Bader took pains to emphasize that his technique identifies what he called bond paths, 

not bonds, and he used the Hellmann-Feynman theorem to argue that these paths lead to stabilization. 

Thus his approach was purely electrostatic.  

The arbitrariness in QTAIM begins when the electronic basins are labelled “atoms.” We know that this is 

not totally appropriate because mystical entities called non-nuclear attractors (basins of electronic density 

without an atomic nucleus) are sometimes observed. These can be significantly populated (experimentally, 

up to approximately 0.8 electrons but higher populations are possible) and have also been seen in 

experimentally determined electron densities.44 This should indicate that QTAIM is not suitable as an 

interpretive tool because the sum of the net “atomic charges” need not add up to the charge on the 

molecule. It has also been pointed out that the maxima along bond paths (bond critical points) do not 

necessarily indicate attractive interactions between the atoms connected by the bond paths.45 

Orbital-Based Treatments 

Perhaps the best-known orbital-based approach is Natural Bond Orbital (NBO) analysis.46 Significantly, the 

authors noted that NBO cannot distinguish between polarisation and charge-transfer interactions, so that 

the two terms are synonymous (although we prefer polarisation). 

Absolutely localized molecular orbital (ALMO) analysis is among the most thorough methods available;47 it 

considers polarisation and charge transfer separately, treating the former self-consistently. ALMO does, by 

design, find some charge-transfer contributions within its localized molecular orbital picture. This 

represents a problem for a purist view, since it implies defining arbitrary borders between molecules, which 

in this case are identified via the ALMOs. However ALMO does provide a well-founded and consistent 

picture. Polarisation increases at the expense of charge transfer in ALMO with increasing size of the basis 

set, as expected, but upper and lower bounds for the polarisation energy have been estimated.18 However, 

the sum of polarisation and charge-transfer terms is constant, so that we prefer not to separate them.  

Density-Difference Analysis 

Examining the difference in electronic density between a complex and its unperturbed components allows 

one to visualize (qualitatively) the electronic redistribution accompanying the formation of the 



complex.17,35,48 We attribute this to polarisation.30 Any attempt to use density-difference calculations to 

quantify charge transfer would again require introducing artificial borders between molecules.  

Conclusion 

The neglect of polarisation, or attributing its effects to charge transfer, often leads to incorrect assertions 

that purely electrostatic interpretations are inadequate. Recognition that polarisation is an intrinsic part of 

an electrostatic interaction, and must be taken into account, would yield the correct results. Note that this 

is also true for treatments based on dipole moments. It is often claimed that the dipole moment of water 

should lead to a symmetrical, bridged structure for the water dimer. However, the dipole moment is shifted 

by polarisation, so that the correct structures is predicted (see Figure 5). 

Figure 5 

Polarisation and charge transfer are, for weak interactions, two ways of describing the same phenomenon. 

Energy decomposition analyses divide this one interaction into two non-orthogonal parts; the proportion 

found varies with method and basis set but the sum often remains constant, depending on the analysis 

method. There can be no unique way of separating them. Polarisation is measurable and an integral part of 

Coulomb interactions that must be considered in a complete electrostatic model. We therefore define a 

“correct” electrostatic model as follows: 

1. A satisfactory representation of the electrostatic potential of a molecule is necessary. If obtaining this 

explicitly is not practical, then at least an atom-centred multipole model should be used. 

2. Polarisation is an inherent part of electrostatic interactions and must not be neglected. Since it can 

masquerade as charge transfer, it should be considered directly by point-charge modeling,9,30,49 ALMO18,47 

or Stone and Misquitta’s modification of SAPT.36 

3. In SAPT, QTAIM and density difference analyses, care should be taken to distinguish clearly between 

their physically well-based aspects and more arbitrary interpretations. 

4. The distinction between physical reality and mathematical modelling should always be kept in mind. 
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Figure captions 

Figure 1: The MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ calculated MEP on the 0.001 a.u. isodensity surface of H3C-Cl polarized by a 

charge of -0.2692 at a distance of 3 Å from the chlorine atom along the extension of the C-Cl bond.   

Figure 2: A comparison of the MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ-calculated MEP on the 0.001 a.u. isodensity surface of 

iodobenzene with that calculated from MEP-fitted charges (i.e. the best possible atomic monopole fit to the 

MP2-data). The colour scale only extends over the 0  10 kcal mol1 region to emphasise the differences 

between the two plots. 

Figure 3: Electronic density redistribution of H3C-Cl upon perturbation (a) by an array of point charges 

representing an H2O molecule (red indicates an increase in electron density, blue a decrease) and (b) in a 

fully quantum-chemically described interaction with an H2O molecule (colour scheme as in (a)). (c) The 

lowest unoccupied molecular orbital of H3C-Cl (the phases have been coloured to correspond to (a) and 

(b)). The data for (a) and (b) are taken from reference 29. 

Figure 4: Schematic depiction of the regions of a Fock-matrix in a molecular-orbital basis. The diagonal 

(black) elements contain the MO-eigenvalues. Only mixing within the yellow occupied-virtual block leads to 

a change in the electron density. 

Figure 5: Schematic diagram of the effect of polarisation by a second water molecule on the dipole moment 

of water. The dipole moment is depicted by the red arrow with the negative pole at the arrowhead.  (a) The 

situation as often discussed without considering polarisation.  (b) A more complete model in which 

polarisation of the donor water molecule is taken into account. 
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